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A target market is composed of a core or primary target, a secondary target and a tertiary target. The core is composed
of consumers who will.

Identifying consumer demand and opportunity within these segments should assist the marketer to idenfify the
most profitable segments. Describe the products or services in terms that differentiate them in the eyes of the
customers and fill in the information. Read More Great savings on bundled branding packages! Step one was
to isolate the smoking section back in the day when we had those from the restaurant, however that only
succeeded in alienating our secondary customers; parents with older children who would come out to have a
drink and appetizers in the evening. Smaller firms can focus on finding out their clients problems within their
niche and can then provide different marketing to appeal to consumer interest. Programmed business
intelligence software analyses this data and in the process, may also source data inputs from other internal
information networks. These insights can be used to inform the development of the positioning strategy.
International segmentation and targeting[ edit ] Segmentation and targeting for international markets is a
critical success factor in international expansion. Hoch et al. For Business to Consumer Selling Markets:
Demographic segmentation: such as age, gender, marital status, family size, life cycle, occupation, education,
ethnicity, languages spoken in the home; Geographic segmentation: rural or urban, city, state or province or
region or country; and density of the specified population; Behavioral segmentation: attitudes and culture of
the marketplace geography; Psychographic segmentation: such as, lifestyle, values and religion may play a
role in this segment , personality, social; Price segmentation: in addition to luxury, economy, value, it could
include bundle pricing, product line pricing, online pricing, and loss leader pricing segments. Many internet
users are unaware of the amount of information being taken from them as they browse the internet. A primary
target market may not be the largest segment of a marketplace. Write them down, as many as possible. Market
segmentation is the process of dividing a total available market, using one of a number of key bases for
segmenting such as demographic, geographic, psychographic, behavioural or needs-based segments. Examples
of Secondary Markets Advertisers target secondary markets all the time. The primary use of the segment
profile is to assess the extent to which a firm's offerings meet the needs of different segments. One of the
biggest marketing errors that brands make is not identifying the target market properly resulting in all of their
marketing efforts to be seen by the wrong people which make it much more challenging to convert to
customers. This group is less likely than your primary market to buy from you, but with the right marketing
strategy, you can turn a secondary audience into a primary one. Conducted online, in person or by phone. Fill
in the information for each segment in the chart with the demographic information received. How much
purchasing power do they have? A consumer market consists of individuals or households who purchase
goods for private consumption and do not intend to resell those goods for a profit. For example: accessibility -
if you manufacture an-expensive-to-transport product in Alaska and your target market is East Coast USA -
the accessibility is poor and both time-to-market and delivery costs are high. They will wait for the product to
be popular, the price to be within their purchasing range and if the product will answer their need at one point
in time. For a retailer or service-provider the distance might be around 5 km; for domestic tourist destination,
the distance might be km. This method is especially useful when used in conjunction with sales conversion
rates. A business market consists of individuals or organisations who purchase goods for one of three main
purposes; a for resale; b for use in producing other goods or services and; c for general use in daily business
operations. This is where merging industry specialist are utilised. For example, in a city with 10 Italian
restaurants, there is apparently a demand for Italian cuisine. According to, Hamlin, Knight and Cuthbert, , [33]
niche marketing is usually when firms react to an existing situation. The product is the primary means of
demonstrating how a company differentiates itself from competitive market offerings. Knowing your target
market has many benefits to your business: Makes it easier to reach your target market with focused
advertising and marketing outreach. Finally, Promotion refers to marketing communications used to convey
the offer to consumers and may include; personal selling, advertising, public and customer relations, sales
promotion and any other activities to communicate with target markets. Demographics Demographics are
characteristics of customer and potential customers you can use to create a profile of heavy users, primary,
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secondary and tertiary markets or other groupings to help you better market, advertise and promote your goods
and services.


